GENICULATE ARTERY PSEUDOANEURYSM AFTER ARTHROSCOPIC KNEE SURGERY: TWO CASE REPORTS
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ABSTRACT

Arthroscopy of the knee is a very safe surgical procedure, with relatively few complications. Here we present the cases of two patients submitted to arthroscopic surgery for partial meniscectomy and reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament with femoral transverse screw and tibial interference screw that developed a superior lateral genicular artery pseudoaneurysm. Doppler ultrasound was performed for diagnostic purposes and the patients were treated by direct arterial suture. One patient developed a large haematoma requiring volemic replacement. These cases illustrate a rare, and not always benign vascular complication, in a minimally invasive arthroscopic surgery.
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INTRODUCTION

Arthroscopy of the knee is one of the most common orthopedic procedures in the world, considered very safe, with an extremely low rate of general complications. Vascular complications are rare. Knee vascularization is comprised of two arterial systems integrated by anastomoses: The five genicular arteries added to some articular and muscular branches form the intrinsic system while the extrinsic system is formed by the descending genicular artery, a recurrent branch of the anterior tibial and a descending branch of the lateral femoral circumflex artery.

FIRST CASE REPORT

Male patient aged 20 years suffered a sprain of the left knee and underwent arthroscopic surgery for reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) with autograft of the patellar tendon fixed on the femur and on the tibia with absorbable interference screws in 1999. After five years he had a medical consultation due to instability during running. He had a positive Lachman test (+++), positive Jerk test (+++), positive anterior drawer (+++), and positive McMurray and Appley medial meniscus lesion. Nuclear magnetic resonance of the knee evidenced lesion to the neo-ligament and bucket-handle lesion of the left medial meniscus. He underwent review of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction with flexor tendons (gracile and semitendineous muscles) fixed on the femur with transversal screw and on the tibia with interference screw, both absorbable, associated with a metallic staple in the tibia in May 2005. Eleven days after surgery the patient was attended with a history of clicking followed by acute pain on the lateral side of the knee close to the incision for passage of the transversal screw. He exhibited cutaneous-mucous paleness (+++) and taut edema on the lateral side of the thigh with hematoma that reached up to the posterior side of the knee. (Figure 1) Ultrasonographic exam with Doppler revealed extensive hematoma (about 1100 ml) on the thigh and superior lateral genicular artery pseudoaneurysm. Surgical drainage of the hematoma was performed with ligature of the superior lateral genicular artery, which presented partial lesion in fraying. In the postoperative evaluation the hemogram revealed hemoglobin of 8.2 mg/dl (preoperative hemoglobin of 12.2 mg/dl). The patient received one unit of red blood cells and was discharged from hospital on the following day. (Figure 2) In spite of the complication the patient evolved very well, with soundness in the knee. The patient returned to the same level of physical activity practiced before the knee injury, expressing satisfaction over the surgery.
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SECOND CASE REPORT

A 38-year-old man presented lesion of the anterior cruciate ligament and of the posterior horn of the medial meniscus six months ago occurring after a sprain of the right knee while playing soccer. In January 2008 he underwent knee arthroscopy for partial meniscectomy and reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament with tendinous autograft of the gracile and semitendinous muscle. The procedure was carried out under peridural anesthesia, and a tourniquet was applied. The femoral fixation of the graft was performed using a transversal screw introduced laterally and the tibial fixation using an absorbable interference screw. At the end of the procedure the suction drain was introduced, the incision was sutured and the compressive elastic bandaging was made. During the first day of hospitalization there were no complications and the drain was removed after 24 hours of evolution.

On the second day of hospitalization, the patient presented pain of progressive intensity on the lateral side of the knee in spite of cryotherapy and intravenous analgesia. The physician that performed the orthopedic evaluation verified the presence of distal pulse, of good peripheral perfusion and of absence of pain upon palpation of all the compartments below the knee. The compressive elastic bandage was reviewed without pain improvement. On the same day it proved necessary to perform intravenous administration of powerful morphine-derived analgesics and a localized increase of volume was observed on the lateral side of the knee under the bandage, at the site of the lateral incision used for passage of the transversal screw that fixes the ligament graft at the top. Arterial ultrasonography with colored Doppler was requested to evaluate vascular integrity, and evidenced a pseudoaneurysm (Figure 3) of the superior lateral genicular artery measuring 1.8 cm along its largest axis and with estimated volume of 0.9 cm³, associated with hematoma of 56 ml, close to the lateral incision used for passage of the femoral transversal screw. The patient underwent surgical intervention for ligature of the lateral superior genicular artery. Aneurismatic dilation of the superior lateral genicular artery was observed four centimeters from the lateral side of the patella.

Despite the complication, today, after two months of follow-up, the knee is painless and the patient has initiated the physiotherapeutic rehabilitation protocol normally without complaints.

DISCUSSION

Arthroscopy of the knee is a surgical procedure performed worldwide, considered extremely safe. Rates of complications range between 0.56% and 8.2%. The most frequent are hemarthroses, ecchymoses, hematomas, superficial infections and thromboembolic phenomena (profound venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism). Traumatic vascular complications are rare (below 1%) and generally related to the popliteal artery. There are many cases in literature reporting vascular complications after surgeries such as knee arthroplasty and osteosynthesis of fractures and a much lower number of reports of this type of complication after minimally invasive procedures such as arthroscopy and ligament reconstruction. Due to the small transversal diameter of the genicular arteries, lesions with complete section are more common than partial le-
sion. Thus the formation of hematomas or ecchymoses is more frequent than the aneurismatic dilatation of these vessels. There are various reports in literature describing pseudoaneurysm in the genicular arteries after arthroscopic procedures. In evaluating these reports we found 4 cases of pseudoaneurysms involving the medial inferior genicular artery (MIGA),\(^8,^{11}\) 1 case of pseudoaneurysm in the medial superior genicular artery (MSGA),\(^12\) 4 cases in the lateral inferior genicular artery (LIGA),\(^13,^{16}\) 5 cases in the popliteal artery,\(^16,^{17}\) 1 case in the recurrent tibial artery (RTA),\(^1,^{18}\) one case in the posterior tibial artery\(^19\) and one case in the sural artery.\(^20\)

We did not find in literature any case of pseudoaneurysm in the lateral superior genicular artery after arthroscopic procedure. Pseudoaneurysm can appear clinically as a pulsatile mass \(^9,^{10,^{12,^{16}}\)} close to the incision or simply as a localized increase of volume \(^21\) simulating hematoma.

In one of the cases reported the diagnosis occurred on the first 106 days of postoperative evolution with the patient still in hospital,\(^1\) but in one of the cases reported the diagnosis occurred on the first day of evolution.\(^2\) Simulating hematoma.

Pseudoaneurysm can appear clinically as a pulsatile mass \(^9,^{10,^{12,^{16}}\)} close to the incision or simply as a localized increase of volume \(^21\) simulating hematoma. In one of the cases reported the diagnosis occurred on the first day of postoperative evolution with the patient still in hospital,\(^1\) but reviewing literature we observed that most times the diagnosis occurred between the first and the third week after surgery.\(^8,^{10,^{19,^{20}}\) The lateral superior genicular artery runs laterally to the knee and does not ascend more than 1 centimeter proximal to the superior pole of the patella, becoming vulnerable in procedures that require an incision in this region \(^21\) (release of the lateral retinaculum, osteosynthesis of the distal femur and reconstructions of the ACL with femoral transversal screw).

The treatment performed with surgical exploration and direct ligation of the vessel is considered gold standard,\(^11\) but the repair of the arterial wall, compression guided by ultrasonography\(^20\) and even selective embolization with catheter\(^8,^{9,^{20}}\) are described as therapeutic possibilities. When the lesion occurs in vessels of larger caliber, like in the popliteal artery, it is necessary to create an arterial bridge with vascular graft.\(^8\)

Evaluating the reports found in literature we did not find cases of pseudoaneurysm associated with heavy bleeding with acute anemia and the need for volemic replacement or concentrate of red blood cells as occurred in the first case described.

**CONCLUSION**

We believe that in minimally invasive surgeries, in which the access route does not allow the exploration of the anatomical structures, a certain degree of suspicion permits an earlier diagnosis. Although extremely infrequent, this pathology should be remembered as a surgical complication with potential risk to the life of the patient when associated with heavy bleeding.
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